Jarrick's is one of the best inquisitive minds in humanities today. He not only identifies the Big Questions but identifies ways forward. This is a book that should inspire funders and academic leaders. — Poul Holm, Professor of Environmental History, R, MEA Chair Humanities Class, Director, Trinity Centre for Environmental Humanities, Trinity College Dublin, Guest Professor, Department of Historical Studies, Gothenburg University, Honorary Research Associate, McDonald Institute, University of Cambridge

This is a convincing demonstration of the value of the Humanities for society, raising questions which should and can be answered through humanistic methods, also in close articulation with other sciences. The author moves apart from the undermining of the Humanities as a mere collection of opinions, suggesting their understanding not only as promoters of debate but as knowledge builders. — Luiz Oosterbeek, Professor of archaeology at the Polytechnic Institute of Tomar, Portugal, and Secretary General of the International Council for Philosophy and Human Sciences

Ask bigger, fewer, and clearer questions! This is the major message of this book, comprising a set of issues to focus on, hereby suggesting a way to overcome the fragmentation characterising the humanities today. It also urges humanists to regard humanities research as an integral part of science, although uniquely dealing with humans as decision making, meaning seeking and self-reflecting agents.
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